
A DOUBLE DIGIT INCREASE IN ANNUAL F&B REVENUES

In September 2015, Northern Ireland’s premier entertainment venue The SSE Arena, Belfast launched Europe’s first ever 
arena app on the LiveStyled platform.

The Arena appointed LiveStyled to aid in their digital tranformation and were posed to:  

CASE STUDY: F&B REVENUE SUCCESS 
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LiveStyled worked with the arena to provide a solution that incorporated event listings, cutting edge engagement features 
and F&B and merchandise ordering. The app has achieved phenomenal levels of uptake across engagement and in-app 
ordering, driving a double-digit increase in the arena’s annual food and beverage revenues. This is due to the following:

LIVESTYLED SOLUTIONS

The SSE Arena, Belfast app has a wide range of benefits for 
the user. These benefits encourage downloads and repeat 
usage of the app. 

F&B ordering through the app means that the user can 
browse the menu at their leisure without holding up others in 
a queue. Additionally to this, fast track app queues at every 
concession and merchandise stand means that it is easier for 
customers to find a convenient place to collect their orders.

There are exclusive offers throughout the app on F&B and 
merchandise which is personalised to each individual user. 

An exclusive rewards section for SSE customers also allows 
access to content and offers.

APP BENEFITS TO THE USER

Visit livestyled.com or call +44 (0) 20 7223 3262  to find out more



Increase in annual F&B revenues

10%+

CUSTOMER SUCCESS

RESULTS

Of revenue outside of show times

Active users

39% 

50,000

Our Customer Success team 
works with the team in Belfast to 
deliver continuous improvement. 
From increasing out of show 
spend to competition ideas to 
drive downloads, our team has 
helped position the app as a 
remote control to the customer 
experience.

OPERATIONS

With arena deployments, smooth 
implementation is key. Our 
operations team provided full 
support at the launch to ensure that 
the app fits with current processes 
and provides continued support, 
whatever the time of day.

“The LiveStyled team in London are extremely capable, engaging and 
proactive when it comes to pushing further the capabilities of this 
dynamic, integrated venue app. Revenue from F&B has also benefited 
greatly from the introduction of the app, with a very healthy double-digit 
percentage uplift in F&B spend.”

NIGEL ROBBINS, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
THE SSE ARENA, BELFAST

Visit livestyled.com or call +44 (0) 20 7223 3262  to find out more

DATA

Our pioneering data science team 
have been pivotal to the app’s 
success. With monthly reports 
and actionable insights around 
segmentation and commercial 
strategy, data is at the heart of 
every mobile marketing decision 
the arena makes.

As well as the features available to the user on the app, a lot of the successes come from our team and the LiveStyled 
platform and operational system:


